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On May 19-22, ORCID and LYRASIS, the ORCID US Community, are hosting a consortia workshop in Atlanta, Georgia. The workshop will be held at the Emory University Knowles Conference Center in Atlanta, with the event open to the community among ORCID consortia.

Consortia are essential to the ORCID mission. They provide an opportunity for the research community to share experiences and encourage collaboration on developing best practices for ORCID – to improve how research information is shared.

We look forward to seeing you in Atlanta!

Please note that participation in this event is by invitation.
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Other IDs
Scopus Author ID: 23480613600

Terminus
Thrasherville
Marthasville
Atlanta
“The Peach State”
Themes
Problem Solving: Civil Rights
Problem Solving: ORCID

Eliminate the static CV!

Manual entry of CVs
A Diverse Community: Atlanta

12.8% of the city identify as gay, lesbian, or bisexual
A Diverse Community: ORCID

- Individuals (members, nonmembers, researchers, others)
- Organizations (members, non-members)
- Sectors (funders, publishers, institutions)
- Geographies (regions, countries, languages)
- Disciplines
A Diverse Community: ORCID
Growing trees: “City in a Forest”
Growing a community: Advocacy

Integrations unlock additional services!
Growing a community: Mandates

Policy → Infrastructure → Mandate
Atlanta Misunderstandings

26 Streets named “Peachtree”
This is just another researcher profile

Librarians will manage my profile

ORCID holds the metadata

I want my privacy
Exchange of: People

Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport: World’s busiest
Exchange of: Ideas

Users → Members
Consortium → Consortium
Consortia → ORCID
Users → ORCID

Don’t ask leading questions!
The Journey: Sherman’s March to the Sea
Sherman’s March to the Sea
“Hip-hop’s center of gravity”

“Best US City for singles”
The Journey: The User

Users shouldn’t have to click that many buttons

Significant cognitive load required for researchers

“Trust us – this is going to be good for you”

Lots of challenges for researchers. We have to solve some of their problems.
How to make it so the researchers don’t have to think about it or update it?
Consortias: Atlanta University Center Consortium

MOREHOUSE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Clark Atlanta University

Spelman College
Consortias: ORCID

Sharing knowledge, experiences, and strategies
One final piece of Atlanta trivia
Gone with the Wind
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